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Procurement policy not just about a fair shake of the stick
Government procurement policy needs to be much more than just giving firms a “fair shake of the
stick” as Steve Joyce put it this morning, the union for rail workers said.
This morning Steven Joyce commented on proposed changes to government procurement policy,
including requirements that New Zealand firms are consulted before tender documents are
prepared, and government taking a ‘whole of life’ analysis of procurement.
Wayne Butson, General Secretary of the Rail and Maritime Transport Union, said it was galling to
hear Steven Joyce talk about whole of life cost analysis, after he so flatly rejected exactly that
approach in the 2010 BERL report on the Auckland train electrification project.
“Steven Joyce refused to step in as shareholding minister and give KiwiRail a steer to take on a
whole of life analysis with the build of Auckland’s trains, and opted instead for a focus on the
cheapest products available.”
“He then assured rail workers on Close Up in May 2010 that they’d have a good chance of building
the rolling stock, but that job went overseas also, and Dunedin lost its Hillside workshops.”
“As Dunedin workers, business leaders and the City Council all pointed out, value is not just upfront
costs. It is also about ongoing repairs and maintenance work and the primary and secondary jobs
that are created and industries supported when goods are manufactured locally.”
“KiwiRail suffered maintenance problems with its flat top wagons made by China CNR, and also had
major commissioning issues with the DL locomotives in 2010, relating to their suspension, traction
motors and noise.”
“In fact, in the month of February last passed, of the 20 locomotives from China in the KiwiRail
network, there were 3 faults registered. Compare this to 6 faults with the 85 locomotives in
operation that were built in 1951 – and we can see that on a proportional basis, the recent China
built locomotives are causing many more headaches for KiwiRail than those built 62 years ago!”
“It is also rubbish to hide behind trade rules. All our trading competitor countries have much stronger
government procurement rules.”
Wayne Butson said the RMTU would carefully analyse the government’s proposals when they were
issued, and said that to be of any use, they needed to take the lead from other countries like
Australia, where Industry Participation Plans set out in detail how local firms should be prioritised.
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